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What do we know* that Mr. Onsager did 
not know?

*about the theory of lyotropic liquid crystalline 
phases.



OUTLINE
1. Reminder of what Onsager did (1942,1949).
• 2nd Virial treatment of bulk phases

of long, thin hard rods: yields  I-N transition.
• Simplest Density Functional Theory (DFT)?
2. What is required of a theory  for hard-body 

models of LC.
• Examples of bulk and interfacial phase 

transitions.
3. A rapid Summary of the formalism of DFT.
• In language of Simple Fluids.



4. A Successful Free Energy Functional for 
Hard-Sphere (HS) Mixtures.

• Rosenfeld’s (1989) Fundamental Measures 
Theory (FMT): geometrically based.

5. Extensions of FMT to hard convex bodies 
with shape.

• Rosenfeld (1994)...Hansen-Goos&Mecke (2010)…
• Capturing the Onsager limit.
6.DFT for mixtures of HS+Rods … Hard thin 

Platelets M.Schmidt et.al.(2001)…..(2010)
7.Dynamical DFT for Non-Equilibrium 

Properties (of Colloidal Systems).



L.Onsager 1942
(Abstract of Contributed Paper at APS)





L.Onsager 1949 paper

• Does refer to Mayer & Mayer in text !



Isotropic phase Nematic phase

L. Onsager, Phys. Rev. 62, 558 (1942); Ann. N.Y. Acad. Sci. 51, 627 (1949).

Bulk Isotropic & Nematic Phases of Long Hard Rods



Thermodynamics of Hard-Body Fluids

F = U - T S

Hard-Body Fluids:
ALL phase transitions are driven by ENTROPY
alone.





Transition from Isotropic to Nematic
in Hard Rods (Spherocylinders)

1. Bulk Transition.
• Mr. Onsager (with trial fnc.) : 

cI=3.34,cN=4.49
• ‘Exact’ result from 2nd Virial : 

cI=3.29,cN=4.19
with c =ρ(π/4)DL2 a measure of 

dimensionless density.              
Length L, Diameter D .   Limit L/D→∞.
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Long hard rods show a bulk entropy-driven I-N transition (Onsager)
where (average) one-body density is    

Ideal gas Mixing (orientational) 
entropy

Excluded volume
Second virial term

Bulk Isotropic-Nematic transition of long thin rods.

( , ) ( )fρ ρΩ = Ωr



2. Inhomogeneous Fluids, Interfaces 
and Interfacial Transitions.

The average particle density depends on 
both particle orientation and position:

ρ(r,Ω)
Example : Complete Wetting by Nematic Phase 

of the Hard Wall- Isotropic Interface in the 
Approach to the bulk I-N Transition.



Hard spherocylinders with L/D=15 
BULK I-N Transition : cI = 3.675   cN =4.300  with c=ρ(L+D)2D

Hard wall at z = 0 in xy plane

Isotropic phase Nematic phase

Dijkstra, van Roij, Evans, Phys. Rev.E
63, 051703 (2001). 

Wetting Behaviour of a Hard Rod Fluid



(cI-cb)/cI = 0.0805



(cI-cb)/cI = 0.0381



(cI-cb)/cI = 0.0113



M.P.Allen J.C.P. 112, 5447 (2000)
Hard Ellipsoids: axial ratio =15. Simulation & Onsager Theory



• The Onsager functional ,and some early DFT 
approaches, work well for the properties of 
inhomogeneous fluids of hard-rods. 

• As expected : Onsager performs accurately in 
limit L/D→∞.

• But is poor for short spherocylinders- and what 
about other particle shapes?

• Can one learn from developments in DFT for 
simple (spherical) fluids?



Equilibrium Classical DFT
1a.  What is DFT and how does it work?
• Provides a framework for determining

thermodynamics & structure (density profiles & 
correlation functions) of inhomogeneous fluids.

• Hence phase behaviour and microscopic 
structure.

• Complements MC& MD simulation.
• Applicable to a variety of simple (model) fluids.
• Starts from a proper MICROSCOPIC BASIS, i.e.

an effective HAMILTONIAN describing the 
interactions between ‘particles’.



Equilibrium Statistical Mechanics:Reminder
Triumph of Boltzmann & Gibbs in 1870’s-before Quantum M.

DFT, with Computer Simulation, is part of ‘modern’ machinery



Basic Idea of DFT
• DFT is based on the idea that the free energy of 

an inhomogeneous fluid is a functional of the 
ensemble averaged <> one-body density (the 
microscopic particle density field):

• Minimizing the grand potential functional w.r.t. 
ρ(r) determines the equilibrium (one-body) 
density and the corresponding free energy.

• Further functional derivatives provide correlation 
functions via the Ornstein-Zernike route (OZ 1914).
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1b. Advantages of DFT

• Methods of functional differentiation often yield formally exact 
results more readily and elegantly than those  focussing 
directly on the partition function , e.g. they yield important 
SUM RULES linking structure and thermodynamics.

• For a (model) fluid with a given inter-particle potential 
function Φ (r1 … rN ) one can devise APPROXIMATIONS for 
the intrinsic Helmholtz functional F[ρ] of the fluid that should 
be applicable to all inhomogeneities-including the crystal!
(in LC this means nematic, smectic etc phases.)

• Key Idea :For a given Φ, F[ρ] is a UNIQUE functional of ρ(r);
its form does not depend on the external potential Vext(r). 

• Disadvantages. One may construct model functionals and 
lose sight of the original Hamiltonian.



Includes section on  Dynamical DFT.

7. Lecture notes :
i) R. Evans 3rd Warsaw School of Statistical Physics, 
Kazimierz 2009. Warsaw University Press p.42-85 (2010)
ii) The article following (p.86) by H. Loewen :notes on DFT for     
freezing, liquid crystals and Dynamical DFT.



1c. DFT Formalism for a Simple Fluid: Summary



Equilibrium Structure





Basic Variational Principle for the Grand 
Potential Functional ΩV[ρ]  (Mermin 1965)



Another Hierarchy







‘now take two functional derivatives of F[ρ]’



1d. Approximate Functionals : REMARKS



Note that unlike the DFT for interacting electrons 
particular approximations are often required / designed 
for specific model fluids or for specific types of 
inhomogeneity.

Intuition often guides the choice of approximation!



Approximations for a Specific Model Fluid

Arguably the simplest model system is



FLUID F+S SOLID (fcc)

Volume Fraction= πρσ3/6 (Φcp~0.74)

Hard Sphere Phase Diagram 
Simulation and Theory





Yasha Rosenfeld (1948-2002)





Example: One Body Density Profile of







In the low-density limit



scaled particle theory, dimensional analysis, and some 
intuition gained from the solution for hard-rods in d=1,where 
the exact functional can be written as a function of (two) 
weighted densities, Rosenfeld obtained (for ‘all’ densities of 
HS) the approximation:



• In the uniform HS fluid FMT
reduces to Scaled Particle Theory for the free energy and to 

Percus-Yevick for direct correlation functions cij
(2)(r).

The term Fundamental Measures arises from the geometry of 
the weighted densities in the case of a uniform fluid:
integrate each weight.



Improving upon Rosenfeld FMT

• The original version did not account for 
freezing.

• Subsequent modifications remedied this: 
Rosenfeld et.al.1996,Tarazona&Rosenfeld 
(1997),Tarazona (2000).

• These involve TENSOR weighted 
densities entering the free energy density 
Φ.And the imposition of the 0D limit.

• There are also empirical improvements
e.g. White Bear Version.





Hard Sphere Transition :Fluid-Crystal Coexistence 
Properties and Surface Tensions (Oettel et.al. 2012)







As in Onsager- the sum over components translates to an 
integral over orientations

(ν =1 for a one-component LC)

• Rosenfeld’s extension of FMT to non-spherical particles is 
appealing-it should be reliable for particles that show small 
deviations from sphericity.



But, as Rosenfeld noted, the theory does NOT yield the correct 
low density limit, i.e. the Onsager 2nd virial result relevant for 
long , thin hard rods. It does NOT yield I-N transition for rods.

For UNIFORM isotropic fluids (particles of any shape)

Rosenfeld yields EXACT 2nd Virial coeff. 

However for UNIFORM anisotropic phases the vectorial weight 
functions make no contribution so the free energy is 
independent of the orientational distribution function. Recall

( , ) .constρ ω ρ= =r

( , ) ( )fρ ω ρ ω=r



Hansen-Goos & Mecke (PRL 2009, JPCM 2010)
FMT for Inhomogeneous Nonspherical Hard 

Bodies

• Remedies Rosenfeld (1994) by capturing 
the I-N transition for rods (spherocylinders).

• Does this by focusing on the deconvolution
of the Mayer function for arbitrarily shaped 
convex hard-bodies.

• Introduces a series of tensorial weight 
functions each depending on shape of a 
single particle.
c.f. earlier work of Cincacchi & Schmid(2002).



















Hansen-Goos & Mecke JPCM 22,364107 (2010)





• Includes higher rank tensors in a novel way and 
obtains more accurate I-N coexistence.

• Investigates IN interface: order parameter profiles & 
surface tension for spherocylinders.

• Calculates Frank elastic constants from cij
(2)

obtained from DFT.
• Finds a stable smectic phase.
• Related work on circular disks in d=2 (Roth, Mecke & 

Oettel JCP 136 , 081101 (2012)) obtains  accurate g(r) 
for fluid & for equation of state of crystal.

Note: the simple (Rosenfeld) deconvolution of fij is not 
exact for even dimensions d.

Further Work: K. Mecke & R. Wittmann (unpublished)



CONCLUSIONS

• It is difficult to improve upon Mr. Onsager..
• But there is recent progress-based on FMT 

ideas of Rosenfeld.
• Techniques/results from differential geometry

are likely to play an important role in further 
developments. (Mathematicians might be interested…)

• Dynamical DFT is a promising technique for 
colloidal liquid crystals.


